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ABSTRACT 
 

In this paper a 2 × 2 antenna array with stepped rectangular patch elements for 
wireless LAN has been shown and relatively analyzed to be improved with 
new technologies of miniaturization. This antenna array consists of four patch 
elements fabricated onto the FR4 substrate and the forward radiating part with 
a Nickel as a dielectric substrate. Previously thickness of the substrate was 
varied to obtain high performance, but we noticed to make a good radiating 
component by using high performance antenna by using copper (annealed) as 
a patch conductor. We also varied the surface currents instantaneously to be 
proven high gain structure by using a stepped patch and varying its surface 
current by using half bow-tie shaped slotted structure to get a high reflection 
loss of -35 dB that makes it a sensible design. Bandwidth achieved is about 7-
14 % (Fractional Bandwidth). Further Ground slitting is used for maching 
Impedance-bandwidth performance trading off with Q factor.  
 
General Terms Microstrip, slotted patch, Bow-Tie, Array.  
 
Keywords Microstrip, slotted patch, Bow-Tie, Array Ground Slitting. .  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
In telecommunication, there are several types of Microstrip antennas (also known as a 
printed antennas) the most common of which is the microstrip patch antenna or patch 
antenna. A patch antenna is a narrowband, wide-beam antenna fabricated by etching 
the antenna element pattern in metal trace bonded to an insulating dielectric substrate 
with a continuous metal.  
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 Layer bonded to the opposite side of the substrate which forms a ground plane. 
Common microstrip antenna radiator shapes are square, rectangular, circular and 
elliptical, but any continuous shape is possible. Some patch antennas dielectric 
substrate and suspend a metal patch in air above a ground plane using dielectric 
spacers; the resulting structure is less robust, but provides better bandwidth. Because 
such antennas have a very low profile, are mechanically rugged and can be 
conformable, they are often mounted on the exterior of aircraft and spacecraft, or are 
incorporated into mobile radio communication devices.  
 Microstrip antennas are also relatively inexpensive to manufacture and design 
because of the simple 2-dimensional physical geometry. They are usually employed at 
UHF and higher frequencies because the size of the antenna is directly tied to the 
wavelength at the resonance frequency. A single patch antenna provides a maximum 
directive gain of around 6-9dBi. It is relatively easy to print an array of patches on a 
single (large) substrate using lithographic techniques. Patch arrays can provide much 
higher gains than a single patch At little additional cost; matching and phase 
adjustment can be performed with printed microstrip feed structures, again in the 
same operations that form the radiating patches. The ability to create high gain arrays 
in alow-profile antenna is one reason that patch arrays are common on airplanes and 
in other military applications.  
 The most commonly employed microstrip antenna is a rectangular patch. The 
rectangular patch antenna is approximately a one-half wavelength long section of 
rectangular microstrip transmission line. When air is the antenna substrate, the length 
of the rectangular microstrip antenna is approximately one-half of a free space 
wavelength.  
.  
 
Problem in Previous design 
The previous design was having a air substrate to increase gain but nevertheless it was 
impractical and a design with suitable support as identified. Our main aim is to make 
a antenna without air substrate and using high performance elements to raise our 
quality factor and then tradeoff bandwidth impedance for matching antenna. .  
 
 
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
The simulation tool is Microwave CST studio 2012 which is highly recommended and 
user friendly. the procedure has been divided into few sections: 
 
Antenna array with patch element  
The physical dimension of the radiating array is 203×220 mm2. The radiating patch 
antenna array with 2×2 elements distribute on the FR4 substrate (190×180 mm2) and 
the size of each patch is a5×b4 mm2. The dimensions are a1=1. 5mm, a2=6. 5mm, 
a3=3. 0mm, a4=7. 5mm, a5=a6=54mm figure. b1=27. 5mm, b2=25mm, b3=29. 5mm, 
b4=43mm as shown in the Figure 1. 1 and 1. 2 represents the basic structure if the 
antenna showing the side views of the array.  
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 (fig1. 4) 
 
 Also the ground forward radiating part is being replaced for enhancement by 
Nickel represented by green matter. This is more clearly visible in fig1. 5 

 

 
 

 (fig1. 5) 
 
 
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
The simulation of different types of modification are analyzed and relative analysis is 
shown below in fig1. 6 and 1. 7 which shows power radiated and reflection loss 
respectively. power radiated is aboue 23. 324 mdBi and reflection loss is about -
35dband banwidth varying. 225Ghz to. 325Ghz for 10dB loss S11.  
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 (fig1. 6) 
 

 

 
 

 (fig 1. 7) 
 
 

CONCLUSION  
In this paper a antenna array of high Q factor and a high gain antenna for WLAN is 
modified and it means to be enhanced due improves parameter tradeoffs i. e. Band 
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width ~320Mhz and 10dB reflection loss is -35dB offers a good radiation intensity as 
proven above and compared by previous result[1]. Also a Bow-Tie slotting is 
introduced to increase Q as well as used for the miniaturizations. .  
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